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Using Beverages to Enhance
the Guest Experience
At a time when foodservice operators must compete
fiercely for customer traffic, a traditional restaurant
marketing tool deserves greater attention. Promoting beverages — cocktails, beer, wine as well as soft
drinks and other nonalcoholic products — is a proven
way to enhance the guest experience and build sales
and loyalty for your restaurants.
Limited-time offers and beverage features engage
customers with new flavors and products. They
showcase everything from flamboyant signature
cocktails to seasonal beers, boutique wines and flavored
iced teas in collectible tumblers. These are the kind of
experiences that people can enjoy only in restaurants,
not when eating takeout or food delivered at home.
This white paper will share key learnings from successful restaurant operators who participated in a recent
roundtable discussion. The attendees agreed that hav-
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The content for this white paper was developed from the third annual beverage roundtable held during the 2017 National Restaurant Association
Show in Chicago. The session was hosted by Nation’s Restaurant News and sponsored by Whirley-DrinkWorks!, a designer and manufacturer of
custom and collectible drinkware for the foodservice industry.

Beverage Roundtable Participants
Andrea Benzschawel, Director of Beverage, Buﬀalo Wild Wings
Eric Brown, Director of Beverage Operations and Innovation, Mellow Mushroom
Neil Culbertson, Founder, Growth Partners, restaurant marketing consulting firm
Nate Grover, Director of Beverage, Applebee’s Neighborhood Grill & Bar, DineEquity Inc.
David Morgan, former Vice President of Food and Beverage, Dallas-based Omni Hotels & Resorts
Jessica Osborne, Director of Brand Marketing , McAlister’s Deli
Ira Gleser, Vice President of Industry Relations, Whirley-DrinkWorks!
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Driving traﬃc and sales
with Beverage LTOs
The roundtable discussion took place against a backdrop
of prolonged traffic and sales weakness in the foodservice
industry. A major reason is the growing competition that
restaurants face from supermarkets, c-stores, mealkit providers, online grocers, food trucks and delivery
services. Sources like these may provide convenient
and economical food for at-home consumption. But
they cannot compete with the fun, flair and excitement
of on-premise beverage promotions. Well-planned
restaurant LTOs (limited-time offers) have a long history
of successfully attracting customers and boosting sales.
The roundtable attendees agreed that having a standout
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experience is vital to restaurant customers today. With
beverage, they are seeking cocktails, beer, wine and
nonalcoholic products that taste great. Operators are
looking for successful LTO ideas that will drive higher
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checks, repeat visits and influential social media postings.
Compared to developing a new food item, “Beverages

“When traffic is down and sales are struggling, the bar is

are an area where it's relatively easy to create innovation

a revenue center with high margins that often does not

and excitement,” says roundtable member Neil

get a lot of focus, but should,” says fellow participant

Culbertson, founder of Growth Partners, a restaurant

Nate Grover, director of beverage at Applebee’s

marketing consulting firm in Greenwood Village,

Neighborhood Grill & Bar, part of Glendale, California-

Colorado. Culbertson is a former chief marketing officer

based DineEquity Inc.

of Red Robin and a former vice president of marketing
at Boston Market.

Beverage is an area where it's relatively
easy to create innovation and excitement.
— Neil Culbertson, founder, Growth Partners, restaurant marketing consulting firm
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Memorable, Shareable,
Moneymaking LTOs
There was consensus at the roundtable that limitedtime offers drive traffic and sales and are a proving
ground for new beverage ideas.

he says. “Marketing and internal buy-in are critically
important, as much as the beverage that is being served
to the guest.”

Storytelling with
Beverages

“For us, an LTO allows us to take risks in a calculated

“Beverage sells well when it has a story,” says Eric

way,” Benzschawel says. “We can either fail fast and get

Brown, director of beverage innovation and operations

out, or we might hit a home run. The item might end up

for Mellow Mushroom, a casual pizza restaurant

on our permanent menu because of the success it has

chain based in Atlanta. “If you train the staff to share

as an LTO.”

something fun and interesting at tableside, the success
margin goes up considerably.”

David Morgan, former vice president of food and
beverage for Dallas-based Omni Hotels & Resorts, cites

Mellow

several potentially positive outcomes of a successful

promotion in 2015 set the stage for effective storytelling.

LTO: public relations impact, higher profits and

At the invitation of the corporate office, employees

engagement of service staff. “Sometimes you hit one;

developed original cocktails in five primary spirits

sometimes you hit two; sometimes you hit all three.

categories: vodka, gin, rum, tequila and bourbon. The

But if you can hit one of those, it’s a good thing for the

qualifiers were flown to Atlanta to prepare their cocktails

team and our business,” says Morgan.

for a panel of judges. The overall winner received

Mushroom's

"Homegrown

Challenge"

$1,000 and each runner-up got $500. Importantly, the
Grover emphasizes the importance of thoroughly

winning drinks starred on the summer promotional

preparing the service staff prior to an LTO. “From my

menu, giving Mellow servers stories about the brand’s

experience the promotions that have done really well

creative team members to share. “This was a great

are those that the system gets excited about in advance,”

way to deliver a story to our guests,” says Brown.

We can either fail fast and get out, or we might
hit a home run. The item might end up on our
permanent menu because of the success it has
as an LTO.
— Andrea Benzschawel, Director of Beverage, Buﬀalo Wild Wings
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Getting the Picture Out
with Social Media
Roundtable panelists also discussed the promotional
impact of sharing beverage images on social media.
“We have been looking a lot at the experience the
guest has with beverage,” says Andrea Benzschawel
beverage director at Buffalo Wild Wings, a Minneapolisbased casual-dining chain. “Is it Instagramable? Is
it something cool that people want to share and talk
about having at Buffalo Wild Wings?”
“Our guests love to Instagram our 32-ounce cup [of
Famous Sweet Tea],” says Jessica Osborne, director
of brand marketing at McAlister’s Deli, a fast-casual
restaurant chain based in Atlanta. “Our biggest
promotions or contests on social media involve taking
a picture of you with your tea. People just love it and
they are fanatic about it.”

Guidelines to consider when creating
social media campaigns
Is it instagramable?
Is it something people want to share?
Does it effectively represent your brand?

McAlister’s Famous Sweet Tea, promoted in an attractive

In addition to generating over 9 million Facebook

collectible tumbler designed by Whirley-DrinkWorks!,

impressions, 3.6 million Tumblr impressions and 7,300

was the heart of a successful McAlister’s campaign last

new email subscribers. The Tea Tumbler promotion

year. Guests who purchased the $8.99 tumbler were

generated almost three times as many refills during the

invited to return with their tumbler and enjoy 99 cent

promotion and has sustained almost the same level of

refills. A fully integrated marketing campaign supported

refill activity after the promotion ended through the

the promo, including a sweepstakes promoted across

end of the year.

all social media platforms and in-store merchandising.

Our biggest promotions on social media involve
taking a picture of you with your tea. People just
love it and they are fanatic about it.
— Jessica Osborne, Director of Brand Marketing, McAlister’s Deli
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Measuring the Success
of LTOs

Promoting Takeout
Beverages

Panelists also discussed ways of judging the success

Roundtable members also talked about encouraging

of an LTO promotion. Sales increase is the paramount

takeout and delivery food customers to include

measure, but a shift in product mix to higher overall

beverages in their orders, so the restaurants don’t miss

profitability is meaningful as well, Benzschawel says.

out on high-margin sales.

At Mellow Mushroom, product mix is the usual

“For us, probably the biggest threat to beverage overall is

measurement, but the chain also looks at historical

to-go and delivery,” says Benzschawel. “We think about

comparisons of average liquor, beer and wine sales

creating relevant offerings that can complement and

per day and location. Still another important metric

enhance the experience that the guest has at home when

is server-suggested beverage score. “If I can do a

they get delivery of our brand or take our food out.”

beverage promotion and get the server-suggested
beverage score up a couple points, that’s a big win,”

Buffalo Wild Wings is exploring packaging innovations

says Brown. “When seven out of 10 people spend $1

for takeout beverages. An example is the gallon to-go

or $2 more just because you offer them something,

drink bag designed by Whirley-DrinkWorks! for iced tea

then we are maximizing our opportunity.”

and soft drinks. “It has been successful for us thus far,”
says Benzschawel. Growlers, or carryout jugs for draft

Culbertson suggests that restaurant brands may find value

beer, are being considered for testing.

in LTOs that “strengthen their story” as much as make
money and engage team members as well as guests.

A number of Mellow Mushroom locations are having
“huge success” with growlers to go, Brown says. And the

Ways to measure LTO success

test kitchen is looking at crowlers — aluminum cans
filled with draft beer at the bar, sealed by a compact
canning unit — as a promising takeout item.

Product mix
Historical comparisons
Server-suggested beverage score
Brand story support
Aggregated sales
Media impressions
Customer feedback
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Culbertson suggests improving the on-premise beverage

The panelists agreed that servers should be trained to

experience so that customers are less inclined to order

make beverage suggestions that will improve the guest

takeout and delivery. “Maybe we could do something

experience and build the check. However, doing this in

with beverage to create a bigger draw to our restaurants

a way that does not come across as a “hard sell” will be

and then maybe beef up lunch and happy hour,”

key to keeping servers motivated and energized.

he says.
Buffalo Wild Wings prefers the term “genuine suggestion”
Whatever direction they take, operators should work

to “suggestive selling,” says Benzschawel. At McAlister’s

with their beverage partners and study the different

Deli, “upserve,” rather than “upsell,” describes a

ways that generations drink, Grover says. He points out

comfortable interaction with guests, Osborne says.

that baby boomers tend to drink to celebrate or unwind;
millennials seek a social experience and Generation

At Applebee’s, LTO menu inserts help servers promote

Zers may have their own unique traits such as favoring

pairings, such as a margarita or a Mexican beer with a

sweeter flavor profiles.

Mexican dish, Grover says.

Enhancing Beverage
Ordering
Improved order taking at the table or at the counter may
help beverage marketers up their game. Culbertson
favors a mood that is less rushed and more informative
and engaging. “At many places, you barely sit down and
the server is asking what beverage you would like to
have,” he says. “Would we rush someone to order their

Mellow Mushroom servers engage guests with special
beverage offerings. “We start the conversation with: ‘We
just tapped the local Yazoo Summer Ale; it's awesome
and we also make the best margarita in town. I'll give
you guys a couple of minutes,’” says Brown. “The worst
question is ‘What can I get you to drink?’ because they
are going to choose water or their go-to beverage.”
At the end of the day, delivering a great guest experience

dinner that quickly?”

will keep them coming back for more. “My philosophy

He adds that a well-worded suggestion often is welcome.

visiting our restaurants — great food, great service and

“I always love it when a server asks, ‘Can I get you started

great beverage. If they don’t, then we didn't do our job,”

is, we want our guests to remember three things after

with one of our housemade margaritas or a green tea?’”

says Brown.

says Culbertson.

My philosophy is, if a customer doesn't remember three
things after visiting our restaurants – great food, great
service, great beverage – then we didn't do our job.
— Eric Brown, director of beverage operations and innovation, Mellow Mushroom.

Bees Knees, Mellow Mushroom

